
Mersey T&O Registrar Teaching Feedback Summary 

Thank you for giving your time to organise and deliver a teaching session for Mersey T&O trainees.
Please find your feedback from the session detailed below:

Date: 15/12/2017
Topic: Tumours

Number Attended: 29

Quantitative Feedback Scored from 0 (poor) to 5 (excellent)
Average Minimum Maximum

Overall Session Score: 5.0 5 5

Speaker 1: Mr Cool Presenter Knowlage: 5.0 5 5
Presentation Content: 5.0 5 5

Presentation Style: 5.0 4 5

Speaker 2: N/A Presenter Knowlage: 5.0 5 5
Presentation Content: 5.0 5 5

Presentation Style: 4.9 4 5

Speaker 3: N/A Presenter Knowlage: 5.0 5 5
Presentation Content: 5.0 5 5

Presentation Style: 4.8 4 5

Qualitative Feedback
What were the good points? What could be imporved?

Excellent overview of bony tumours. Nothing. Really enjoyed it and found it very useful. 
The room was perhaps a little too cosy, but otherwise it was excellent. 

Arguably the best teaching I have ever had on Bone tumours Nil

Knowledgable 
Good Cases
Interactive 

No

Helpful and easy to remember guide to tumours Nothing
Interactive N/a
Systematic, thorough, clear,
Really enjoyed Felt  bit too long but probably that was required to do the justice to the topic

Knowledge and experience Better venue
Cases Nothing 
Exceptionally good session - Mr Cool lived up to his name! No
Great case based discussion and clinical cases. 
Very useful to help develop a process for describing and identifying primary bone tumours. Nil

Fantastic knowledge and experience. We’ll structured with the theory before the cases. We need more sessions like this.
Excellent practical knowledge.
Good tips for exam topics

Difficult in the time. 
Coverage of some common benign lesions

Good summary of main pathologies More summary of literature 
excellent talks, really good explanation of the histology
excellent teachng more the same

Excellent presentations Pre reading 
Great lecture and teaching session... Should be done every year 
Best teaching session in 3 Years. 
Mr Cool by name and by Nature
Very informative and useful.  I now understand bone tumours!

Bigger room. 

Best teaching of 2017 Nil
Good introductory overview.
Obviously knowledgeable and enthusiastic which made it very engaging. Split into 2 sessions malignant and benign to get through more cases

This was the best teaching session of the year so far. 
I loved Mr cools interactive style and I have taken away lots. Nothing the session was excellent

Excellent session. Best of year so far. Would like to see this as an annual session Nil
Very interactive and approachable Location 
Overview More examples 
Absolutely fantastic session.  One of the best so far. Thank you.  NA
Excellent session, clear structure.  Great cases presented.  Can we have this every year?! A handout/ copy of the talk would be fab.
One of the best teaching sessions this year None
Great presentation by eminent personality 
Some of the pathologies never seen - multifocal osteosarcoma 

Opportunity for trainees to work in the regional centre 

Clear presentation with good cases and discussion. N/a
Absolutely excellent session. 
Format worked perfectly with short introduction followed by case discussions. Please can we have another session on benign tumours 

If you would like further information please email the 58 society webmaster - David Hawkes (daveh_11@yahoo.co.uk) or Mohammed As-Sultany (msultany@doctors.org.uk)


